Judging a book by its cover: interpretative effects of content on problem-solving transfer.
We examine how cover stories of isomorphic problems affect transfer. Existing models posit that people retain content in problem representations and that similarities and differences between the "undeleted" cover stories might interfere with recognition of structural similarities. We propose that cover stories can affect transfer in another way--by inducing semantic knowledge that modifies problem structures. Two experiments examined how people represent and solve permutation problems dealing with random assignment of elements from one set to elements from another set. Although the problems were structurally isomorphic, cover stories involving different pairs of element sets led subjects to abstract different "interpreted structures." Problems involving objects and people (e.g., prizes and students) led subjects to abstract an asymmetric structure ("get") and problems involving similar sets of people (e.g., doctors and doctors) led subjects to abstract a symmetric structure ("pair"). Transfer was mediated by similarities and differences between the interpreted structures of the learned and the novel problems.